To Bethlehem

Words and music: Ruth Kirby

Solo Reflectively

\[\text{mp} \text{ Star o-ver Beth-le-hem, shin-ing its ray: star o-ver}\]

\[\text{Andante}p\]

\[\text{分支机构}\]

\[\text{Beth-le-hem, point-ing the way to Je-sus.}\]

\[\text{Unison piu-mosso}mp\]

\[\text{Follow the road that leads straight to Beth-l’hem’s}\]
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stable, like shepherds of long ago, fast as you are
stable, like sages of long ago, fast as you are
able. Sing and be glad, Christmas is come: time to re-
able. Carry your gifts, though they be small: offer them
cresc.
cresc.

die, a baby is born, Monarch, Ruler of heav’n.
to the baby who’s born Monarch, Ruler of heav’n.
Rall

Solo Tempo primo

mp Star over Bethlehem, shining so clear. Star over

Tempo primo
Bethlehem, drawing us near to Jesus.

Follow the road that leads straight to Bethlehem's stable, like rich and poor, long ago, fast as you are able.

Offer your prayer, there at the
Worship the child, the baby born

Monarch, Ruler of heav'n.

Star over Bethlehem, shining so bright. Star over

Bethlehem, beam ing its light on Jesus.